
aka The Engagement Deck
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• Syllabus statement

• Explanation + demo on first day

• Counts in final grade

• Consistent + strategic implementation

Using The Engagement Deck

grade bump at cut-off vs. 5%

• I average 7-8 questions/class

• Difficult or new material → volunteers

• Small group discussions before questions

• Less threatening question formats

• Checking in with “on deck”

• Push on an “I don’t know”



This semester Dr. Cadwell will use a deck of cards in which 

everyone’s name appears once to enhance participation from class. 

Because the purpose of this class is to expand upon principles 

learned in Mass & Energy Balances, and to further prepare for 

future courses in Thermodynamics, Fluids, Heat and Mass Transfer, 

and Reactor Design, connections constantly need to be drawn 

between review material and new material, to help us get a better 

“feel” for the underlying concepts of chemical engineering.

Frequent questions to the class, calling on whoever is the next card 

in the deck, is meant to provide feedback as to whether those 

connections are being made, and to help students stay engaged 

during class. They’re not meant to be evaluative, and points are 

not awarded based upon correctness of answers.
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If a question is engaged with thoughtfully, the student will earn an 

Engagement Point (marked on the card). Thoughtful engagement 

could be answering the question (correctly or incorrectly) with 

explanation, explaining what factors may need to be considered to 

answer, explaining what relevant point they are stuck on/confused 

about, noting a similarity to another specific problem, or indicating 

where specifically in our notes/in-class activities we might look for 

an answer. 

Guessing/answering without explanation, passing or saying “I don’t 

know” alone does not constitute thoughtful engagement. At the 

end of the semester, any student within one standard deviation on 

the class Engagement Point average will earn at least 4% of the 5% 

of the final grade attributed to Engagement & Participation.
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ABET Student Outcome 3

3. an ability to communicate effectively with a range of audiences



Presenting technical information to non-tech audience



Cross-cohort Project
• CEN 442 

– Unit operations technical design projects

– Present to freshmen – communication goals

– Evaluate feedback

• ECS 101

– Final project is a slide presentation

– Watch CEN 442 presentations & provide feedback

– Give own presentations



Problem Statement
• Communicating technical information to other engineers and scientists 

is tough enough, but frequently you’re going to need to be able to 
present to non-specialized or even entirely non-technical audiences, 
whether it’s engineers not familiar with the type of information you’re 
sharing, marketing or other administrative staff, clients without 
technical backgrounds, or even just the general public.

• Your team will design an 8-12 minute presentation with supporting 
materials based upon of one of your previous design projects and 
present it to her ECS 101 class. You will clearly define your audience, 
communication goals, and a method by which to establish how 
effectively you met those goals upon delivering your presentation.
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